The Utilization of Technology to Improve English Speaking Skills
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Abstract

Technology-based assessment combining innovative methods and techniques is utilized to assess English language proficiency improvement. Such assessment will be regarded effective if language learner has a chance to utilize the technology device they have learnt. Conversely, conventional assessment method failed to denote what can be done from what they have learnt. This paper examines the utilization of different technology-based devices, such as computer, and conversation to assess English language proficiency. This alternative assessment method is different from conventional assessment that uses stationary. The paper aims at illustrating some activities to be performed by utilizing technology to assess and to monitor achievement of English language learner.
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1. Introduction

Some experts in the field of successful language learning state that success language proficiency assessment shall be authentic, valid, and reliable to be used (Hughes, 2003).

In general, authenticity refers to real world activity. Therefore, if the test is regarded authentic, it shall reflect real world activity. In fact, activity used in testing shall not be manipulative. The activity shall reflect communicative aspect of the language in real life communication.

Assessment has to test what shall be tested. Testing material is a kind of validity which shall reflect goal of the test to meet validity.

No less important than validity in assessment is reliability to which, in general, it refers to value consistency. In this case, conventional assessment method such as multiple-choice test which is still applied is less authentic and less valid since it does not reflect how language is used in communication with people in informal speech out of the class (Underhill, 1987). Simply put, conventional method is almost real alike.

According to considerations, many technology-based assessment methods may assist English teacher to find out what has been learnt by student to make it applicable in real life. An important matter to be shed some light on regarding this method is that it emphasizes at student's creativity and self-assessment which are an absence in conventional assessment method.

2. Technology-based Assessment

Differences in technology have dominated the world driven by its fast progress. This progress makes different technology use in different English teaching that assessment will be different too.

With this matter in mind, differences in technology may be utilized to assist teachers in student's language proficiency assessment, in general, and different language skills, in particular, without depending on conventional assessment method which the latter cannot reveal different skills achievement in an exact score. This is due to some factors to be taken into consideration by teachers in designing technology-based assessment.

Does the activity require student's creativity?; Does it reflect the real world?; Does it allow the student to use what they have learnt?; Does it allow student to use language skills in full capacity?; Does it increase their motivation?; Does it decrease affective filter?; Does it improve working group?; Is it quite reliable?; Is it valid?; Also, is it authentic?

Therefore, any activities designed to assess differences in language skills by utilizing different technology require a creative student. To perform the assessment, activity has to reflect real world communication. Simply put, it shall reflect what will be faced by English learner in society.

The other important factor in designing technology-based assessment is that activity shall allow student to use what they have learnt. Some teachers designed course examination by
looking for materials unknown by students, instead of materials understood by students. The activity shall also decrease affective filter and increase motivation. Frequently, it can be reached by allowing language teachers to design some assessment activity for one grade. Accordingly, teacher may divide class into two groups and invite every group to design some test items for the other group. For sure, this will increase motivation.

Substantial matter to be taken into consideration after designing activity is test item verification. In fact, test reliability and validity has to be verified first. Verification can be given by performing pilot study in purpose to make required changes.

By taking note of questions as named above, different technology such as computer, Internet, telephone and conversation, will be worth resources for both language learner and different language skills assessment.

Some activities which utilize computer, telephone, and voice recording will be applicable for formal and non-formal language learners. The activity will be usable to assess the progress of English language learner.

2.1 Radio

Radio is really helpful for listening comprehension practice. Yet, podcast will also be useful to improve other language skills, speaking skill for example. Accordingly, students can visit some websites that allow them to record and to upload their voice. Afterwards, other students can access the records easily. Foregoing, they will be able to leave a comment regarding what they have heard. The comment will help language learner to find out their weakness. Teacher, then, can take advantage of the records to assess student. Accordingly, students can discuss any topics for free based on information they have. They may also discuss any topics they like. Thus, they are not limited to teacher's will.

In purpose to increase scores validity, this criteria has to be increased complying with course goals.

Other activity for students is task. It is given to language learner group that allow them to finish the task out of the class. A student in the same group, then, should report the work. Please keep in mind that teacher has to pay attention on learner's language proficiency and interest. In the other word, teacher should not force the topic on group that exceeds student's language proficiency. To prevent introduction to linguistically inappropriate topic to language learner, teacher may ask about their choices. For some topics proposed to language learner, the teacher can take one.

Concerning on applicable types of activity by means of different technology such as radio, it should be emphasized that some conventional activities are re-usable. Yet, the key point is that any activity designed for language learner shall be informed to other students via radio broadcasting.

2.2 Conversation

Many websites offer free live chat services which is pedagogically worth for language
learner just like the language assessment. Accordingly, the role of social media, such as Twitter and Facebook broadly known as Web 2.0, for language learner has been analyzed by many researchers (for some are O’Reilly, 2005; Brown, 2008; Hall, 2008; Friesen, 2007; Siemens, 2005; Mason, 2008; Warschauer, 1996; Chun, 1994; Kern, 1995).

Therefore, terminology of "Web 2.0" refers to web application which makes participatory information sharing easy by user-centered design and collaboration in World Wide Web (O’Reilly, 2005). Web 2.0 allows the users to interact each other and collaborate with other users in social media dialog, it is different from website where the users are restricted to passive angle.

Web 2.0 offers possibilities to improve communication skills, self-expression, and comprehension (Hall, 2008). According to Brown (2008), social utilities such as Facebook and Twitter provide many communicative variances for online community development. Technology and this new mode of communication emerge in form of text and micro size information (Friesen, 2007), social-oriented interaction (Mason, 2008), and countless connection development between and among users and resources (Siemens, 2005).

Based on the previous researches regarding conversation of student in English, one hour per day will improve speaking skills at significant level (Warschauer, 1996; Chun, 1994; Kern, 1995). Accordingly, shy students will get more benefit from conversation room. However, key point of this case is that conversation will be beneficial if it is performed orally, instead of in written. If conversation with students in foreign country is possible, language learner will have chat with his colleague.

The teacher can propose a topic in class in every week and encourage students to join the group in different conversation room and exchange ideas with classmate or other student. Concerning on criteria of topic choices, the teacher shall take student's language proficiency and interest into consideration.

2.3 Mobile Phone

Concerning the utilization of various technologies in gaining fast access to authentic language input in informal setting, mobile phone has potential power to grasp large scale effect to language learner and language testing because of portability, multipurpose and cheapness of this device (Roschelle, 2003). Rapid advances in information and communication technologies make this mobile phone grow fast.

Emerging technology such as mobile phone shall be interpreted and applied completely in proper operating condition with being aware of constraints and challenges and also potential effect on cultural changes and practices today (Cobcroft et al., 2006).

Along with this progress, almost every student has one mobile phone today. Many students spend their time for hours per week on phone having a chat with classmate concerning school stuffs or other topics. If they are encouraged to keep talking in English, instead of native language, student's language proficiency will be much improved. The teacher may also ask the students to record their conversation and then submit the records to be assessed.
by the teacher or other student. At first, it is likely that students will get difficulties to meet this purpose. However, the frequent they have chat with friends in English, they will grasp pedagogical values by speaking in English. Moreover, they will also come up with familiar topic talked by other colleagues in English.

2.4 Interview and Role Play

Interview and role play seems like conventional. However, the point is student can choose a topic and then interview other student regarding the topic. If the interview is recorded on camera or mobile phone, it can be watched and assessed by the teacher. Besides, teacher may also encourage the students to listen interview recording and re-record it if they found any mistakes before submitting it to the teacher. Students can invite colleague to listen their conversation and evaluate the records. In this design, teacher is able to improve self monitoring regarding language learners' understanding to assist them.

3. Conclusion

The main purpose of this paper is to introduce some activities which can be combined with various technologies to be utilized by language learner and language assessment. Therefore, teacher can utilize computer, Internet, and mobile phone to encourage language learner and language assessment. However, teacher shall know how to assess language proficiency by means of this technology.

Concerning this matter, key point to be underlined is any applied method for language assessment by means of any technology, including mobile phone, shall be authentic, valid and reliable. Besides, the activity must be designed based on student's interest. By utilizing technology, teacher can associate language assessment and communication in the real world.
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